Abstract

GQL (Graph Query Language) is being developed as a new ISO standard for graph query languages to play the same role for graph databases as SQL plays for relational. In parallel, an extension of SQL for querying property graphs, SQL/PGQ, is added to the SQL standard; it shares the graph pattern matching functionality with GQL. Both standards (not yet published) are hard-to-understand specifications of hundreds of pages. The goal of this paper is to present a digest of the language that is easy for the research community to understand, and thus to initiate research on these future standards for querying graphs. The paper concentrates on pattern matching features shared by GQL and SQL/PGQ, as well as querying facilities of GQL.
1 Introduction

Graph databases have grown steadily in popularity this century. They handle data as it is viewed conceptually, making them easily applicable in many tasks where traditional relational databases are not easy or natural to use. While many early applications cited social networks and the Semantic Web as the key motivation (since in both cases data is naturally viewed as a graph), industry scale applications are much more diverse and include fraud detection, network management, medical data management, knowledge management, and even investigative journalism. There are several dozen graph database products on the market, including the current leader Neo4j, as well as both established and upcoming companies offering graph products (e.g., Oracle, Amazon, IBM, SAP, Redis, DataStax, TigerGraph, Memgraph, etc.).

Graph databases’ widespread use happened without them having their lingua franca, which is the role that SQL is playing for relational databases. The landscape of graph languages – at least at first sight – is very varied. Neo4j has its own language called Cypher [18], which is also implemented in other products, including SAP HANA and Amazon Neptune. Oracle introduced its language PGQL [34]; TigerGraph has GSQL [13], and several products use the non-declarative graph traversal language Gremlin [33]. However, upon a closer examination, one discovers that declarative languages are more like different dialects of the same language rather than different languages altogether. This led to a proposal to define a new unifying standard for a Graph Query Language (GQL) [36]. The proposal was given a go-ahead in 2019, and since then was taken up by the same committee that produces and maintains the SQL Standard. It is known as ISO/IEC JTC1 SC32 WG3 within the International Organization for Standardization, or ISO.

In fact, this committee develops two projects in parallel:

- SQL/PGQ, a new Part 16 of the SQL Standard, that defines querying graphs specified as views over a relational schema; it is expected to be published roughly at the time of the EDBT/ICDT 2023 conference.

- GQL, a standalone language for querying property graphs, that is expected to be published in late 2023 or early 2024.

The language of the Standard, even when published (behind paywall) is hardly of the kind that the research community is accustomed to. It consists of a grammar for the constructs, supplemented with syntax and semantic rules, the latter written in natural language describing an algorithm for computing the result of a particular operation (essentially a mix of prose and pseudocode). Such descriptions are long, far from formal definitions suitable for initiating research in the area, and often prone to misinterpretation. To researchers, such a text is therefore much like a 500+ page legal document, instead of a workable definition that helps them understand the essence of the language.

This motivates the goal of the present paper: to distill, in a form accessible to the database research community, the principal elements of the forthcoming GQL Standard, and provide their formal semantics.

The idea of finding calculi underlying programming languages and providing their formal semantics is mainstream in the programming languages field. Recently we saw it extended to database query languages, specifically to core fragments of SQL [10, 22, 7] and Cypher [18]. The present paper follows this trend. It provides a significant simplification of the GQL Standard, which at the same time covers its key features, and yet is sufficiently simple to provide its formal semantics, thereby enabling its further study and opening up new avenues of research on graph query languages.
We do not follow GQL letter to letter, for two reasons. Firstly, the Standard itself is not yet finalized, and what is written today may still change before it is published. Second, we choose to simplify some of the idiosyncrasies of a real-life language to better highlight its essential features. Queries presented here are close to the eventual features of the language – even if they change somewhat in the meantime. They come with a formal grammar that is a fragment of GQL's grammar, and a formal semantics, that is suitable as a starting point of new research in graph query languages. The paper focuses on read-only GQL queries, to which we will simply refer as GQL queries. That is, we do not yet consider data updates.

Previous Academic Work on GQL

The two graph languages currently standardized – GQL and SQL/PGQ – share their pattern matching facilities, which constitute the key part of any graph language. These were described in [12], by a group that included members of ISO’s Standard group, as well as members of LDBC’s Formal Semantics Working Group (FSWG), whose goal was to analyze and formalize the design of the language. FSWG then produced a theoretical reconstruction of the GQL and PGQ pattern language [16]. This paper is the next installment in the effort to distill PGQ and GQL standards for the research community.

Apart from this recent work on GQL, we note that academic foundations already influenced its design process. As seen in GQL’s influence graph [19], the language draws inspiration from regular path queries [11, 30], STRUQL [14], GXPath [27], and regular queries [32].

2 GQL by Example

In this section we give a high-level description of GQL queries and their evaluation. The graph database model used by GQL is simply a collection of one or more property graphs. As an illustration, Figure 1 is a graph database consisting of two property graphs: the Fraud graph has information about bank transactions that are to be investigated for fraud, and the Social graph has information about people’s social activities such as membership in a yacht club. Notice that these two graphs have a non-empty intersection: the nodes for Jay and Mike belong to both graphs, but they are seen in a different way and therefore have different
labels and properties. In Fraud, the nodes have label Account and properties owner and isBlocked, indicating the status of the account. In Social, these nodes have label Person and property name.

We start with a simple query that looks for large (over $1M) transfers into a blocked account, and reports owners of accounts involved in such transfers:

1. USE Fraud
2. MATCH (x) -[z:Transfer WHERE z.amount>1000000]-> (y WHERE y.isBlocked=true)
3. RETURN x.owner AS sender, y.owner AS recipient

The reader familiar with Cypher will parse this query easily; it roughly follows Cypher’s ascii-art syntax for expressing patterns, and also permits checking conditions on properties inside patterns. Basically, the pattern in line 2, namely:

(x) -[z:Transfer WHERE z.amount>1000000]-> (y WHERE y.isBlocked=true)

asks for nodes x and y that are connected with an edge z that is labeled with Transfer. Furthermore, the amount property of z should exceed one million and the isBlocked property of y should be true. Such patterns, called path patterns in GQL, are the main building block of GQL queries, and they roughly correspond to regular path queries (RPQs), which have been well studied in the research literature [30].

Note also that the query is preceded by a USE clause stating explicitly in which graph matches are sought. When evaluating a query, GQL keeps track of

1. the working graph, which is the current graph in the database on which we do pattern matching and
2. the working table, which contains intermediate results of the query, up to the current evaluation point.

Intuitively, the working table is a collection of records that gets passed from one part of the query to another in order to compute the final result. Thus, while GQL is a graph query language, it uses tables to represent intermediate and end-results of queries. In Section 4, we also discuss a third ingredient that GQL keeps track of, namely the working record.

Coming back to our sample query, in the first line we write USE Fraud, which turns the Fraud graph into our working graph. In line 2, we have our path pattern, preceded by the keyword MATCH. This clause is the main workhorse of GQL, and it tells us to do the matching of the pattern onto the working graph. When evaluating our query over the database from Figure 1, after executing line 2 of the query, we will be left with the following working table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p1</td>
<td>p2</td>
<td>t1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuing in line 3, the working table is modified by keeping only the owner attribute of the nodes x and y, while renaming them, and the following is returned to the user:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sender</th>
<th>recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jay</td>
<td>Mike</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We next extend this query by checking for such transfers where both account owners are members of the same yacht club, reporting this time the address for the yacht club to send investigators to.
1. USE Fraud {
2. MATCH (x) -[z:Transfer WHERE z.amount>1000000]--> (y WHERE y.isBlocked=true)
3. RETURN x.owner AS sender, y.owner AS recipient
4. THEN
5. USE Social
6. MATCH (x1) -[:Member]--> (z1:YachtClub) ,
7. (y1) -[:Member]--> (z1:YachtClub)
8. FILTER sender=x1.name AND recipient=y1.name
9. RETURN z1.address AS clubAddress
10. }

Here lines 1–3 repeat the previous query. The keyword THEN is used to pipe the result of this query to the following subquery. While the curly braces extend the scope of USE Fraud beyond THEN, in line 5 we switch the working graph to Social in order to match the pattern:

(x1) -[:Member]--> (z1:YachtClub) , (y1) -[:Member]--> (z1:YachtClub)

This pattern consists of two path patterns, separated by a comma. In GQL, the comma performs a join on the results of the two path patterns. From a theoretical point of view, it brings us in the realm of conjunctive (two-way) regular path queries. In GQL, such patterns are called graph patterns. When this pattern is evaluated over the Social graph, we obtain the following (fresh) working table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>x1</th>
<th>y1</th>
<th>z1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p1</td>
<td>p2</td>
<td>c1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p1</td>
<td>p1</td>
<td>c1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2</td>
<td>p2</td>
<td>c1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2)

this time with variables x1, y1, and z1. After evaluating the pattern, the MATCH statement makes the natural join of table (2) with table (1), leading to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sender</th>
<th>recipient</th>
<th>x1</th>
<th>y1</th>
<th>z1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jay</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>p1</td>
<td>p2</td>
<td>c1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>p1</td>
<td>p1</td>
<td>c1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay</td>
<td>Mike</td>
<td>p2</td>
<td>p2</td>
<td>c1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this case, this will be the Cartesian product since the two working tables have no variables in common. The FILTER condition in line 8 selects only the first row of the latter table. The RETURN statement in line 9 tells us to keep only the address attribute of z1, renamed as clubAddress, resulting in:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>clubAddress</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable Street</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is also where our query ends, and the working table contains all the results to our query.

The examples we have seen thus far illustrate only a limited part of GQL since their variables only bind to single nodes or edges. Next, we show what happens to variables that can bind to lists and paths. Concerning lists, a query such as

USE Fraud
MATCH TRAIL (x) ((y)-[:Transfer]->()){1,} (x)
RETURN x AS source, y AS moneyTrail

would return the following table.

---

1 Notice that the query uses Cypher’s ascii-art ( ) for nodes in the subexpressions (x), (y), and (), but also uses ( ) for indicating the subexpression over which {1,} is applied.
Here, the variable y is bound to a list of nodes. The four outputs all describe the same trail, which is the only Transfer-cycle in the graph, but the bindings use different start nodes for x and therefore also order the nodes in the lists for y differently. Concerning paths, the query

```
USE Fraud
MATCH TRAIL p = (x) -[:Transfer]->({1,} p)
RETURN x AS source, p AS path
```

would return the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>source</th>
<th>path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p1</td>
<td>path(p1, t1, p2, t2, a2, t3, a1, t4, p1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p2</td>
<td>path(p2, t2, a2, t3, a1, t4, p1, t1, p2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a2</td>
<td>path(a2, t3, a1, t4, p1, t1, p2, t2, a2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a1</td>
<td>path(a1, t4, p1, t1, p2, t2, a2, t3, a1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The output is similar to the output of the previous example, but this time we have the entire path instead of the list of nodes in each answer. We note that property graphs can have multiple edges with the same end-nodes, so the list of nodes in a path is not sufficient to determine the path.

### 3 Syntax of GQL

The full syntax of GQL queries is given in Figure 2 with \( G \) a set of property graphs, and the following pairwise disjoint countable sets: \( L \) of labels, \( K \) of keys, \( \text{Const} \) of value constants with a designated value null, and \( \text{Vars} \) of variables.

While somewhat intimidating at a first glance, the grammar can be roughly divided into four parts:

- **path patterns**, which mimic regular path queries [29, 30], but have additional features such as two-way navigation and conditioning;
- **graph patterns**, which generalize conjunctive two-way regular path queries [8] with the ability to return different types of paths;
- **queries**, which allow us to manipulate the results of graph patterns and combine their evaluation over different graphs in the database; and
- **expressions and conditions**, which allow filtering results obtained in previous three parts of GQL.

Of course, each of these parts has many specific features. For instance, path patterns allow using descriptors, which bind a node/edge to a variable, test its label or more complex conditions (e.g. \( \text{amount} \) is greater than 1000000). Simple node/edge patterns can be combined into regular expressions, by using concatenation, union or repetitions. Graph patterns, on the other hand, allow specifying the subset of matched paths that is to be returned, or joining path patterns into more complex queries. Finally, clauses/queries themselves allow us to manipulate results obtained from graph patterns, much like what is possible in the relational. Complex features such as iteration over the returned elements, passing the results to another subquery, and changing the evaluation graph, are also supported.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PATH PATTERN</th>
<th>For $x \in \text{Vars}$, $\ell \in \mathcal{L}$, $0 \leq n \leq m \in \mathbb{N}$:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(descriptor)</td>
<td>$\delta := x ; : \ell ; \text{WHERE} ; \theta$ $x$, $:\ell$, and WHERE $\theta$ are optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(path pattern)</td>
<td>$\pi := (\delta)$ (node pattern)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPRESSION and CONDITION</th>
<th>For $x \in \text{Vars}$, $\ell \in \mathcal{L}$, $a \in \mathcal{K}$, $c \in \text{Const}$:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(expression)</td>
<td>$\chi := x ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(condition)</td>
<td>$\theta := \chi = \chi ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAPH PATTERN</th>
<th>For $x \in \text{Vars}$:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(path mode)</td>
<td>$\mu := (\text{ALL} ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(graph pattern)</td>
<td>$\Pi := \mu ; [x =] ; \pi ;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLAUSE and QUERY</th>
<th>For $k \geq 0$, $\ell \geq 1$, and $x,y,x_1,\ldots,x_k \in \text{Vars}$, and $G \in \mathcal{G}$:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(clause)</td>
<td>$C := \text{MATCH} ; \Pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(linear query)</td>
<td>$L := \text{USE} ; G ; L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(query)</td>
<td>$Q := L$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2** Syntax of GQL.
Well-Formed Queries

The syntax of path patterns defined in Figure 2 is permissive as it allows expressions that do not type-check. For example, \((x)\rightarrow(y)\rightarrow()\) is syntactically permitted even though it equates a node variable with an edge variable. Other patterns would provide great expressive power, such as the graph pattern \(\rightarrow(y)\rightarrow(0,)\), \(\rightarrow(y)\rightarrow(0,)\rightarrow(0,)\), which implicitly joins on lists.

We introduced in [16] a type system operating on a subset of the patterns described in Figure 2. Its goal is to ensure that GQL path patterns and graph patterns do not exhibit the pathological behavior illustrated above. Here, we will only describe the resulting syntactic restrictions informally.

Each variable is given a type \(\tau\) from the set \(T\) defined by the following grammar.

\[
\tau ::= \text{Node} | \text{Edge} | \text{Path} | \text{Maybe}(\tau) | \text{Group}(\tau)
\]

The three atomic types are used for variables returning nodes, edges, and paths, respectively. The type constructor \(\text{Maybe}\) is used for variables occurring on one side of a disjunction only, while \(\text{Group}\) is used for variables occurring under repetition, whose bindings are grouped together. As variables in pattern matching are never bound to data values, we do not need the usual types like integers or strings here.

Types are computed in a bottom-up fashion as follows. Variables appearing in node patterns (resp. in edge patterns, resp. as names of path patterns) are of type \(\text{Node}\) (resp. \(\text{Edge}\), resp. \(\text{Path}\)). Variables appearing on one side of a disjunction with type \(\tau\) but not the other are of type \(\text{Maybe}(\tau)\). Variables appearing under a repetition with type \(\tau\) are of type \(\text{Group}(\tau)\) higher-up in the syntax tree of the expression. Consider the pattern \((\rightarrow)x\rightarrow(1)\rightarrow(y)\rightarrow(0,)\). The type of \(x\) is \(\text{Edge}\) in \(-x\rightarrow\), while it is \(\text{Maybe}(\text{Edge})\) in \(-x\rightarrow(1)\rightarrow(y)\rightarrow(0,)\) and \(\text{Group}(\text{Maybe}(\text{Edge}))\) in \((\rightarrow)\rightarrow(1)\rightarrow(y)\rightarrow(0,)\).

A variable \(x\) appearing in a path/graph pattern \(\xi\) is called:

- a singleton variable if its type is \(\text{Node}\) or \(\text{Edge}\) with respect to \(\xi\);
- a conditional variable if its type is \(\text{Maybe}(\tau)\) for some type \(\tau\);
- a group variable if its type is \(\text{Group}(\tau)\) for some type \(\tau\);
- a path variable if its type is \(\text{Path}\).

Here is a non-exhaustive list of the syntactic conditions a pattern must meet in order for its semantics to be defined. A pattern \(\xi\) is well-formed if:

1. Every variable appearing in a pattern \(\xi\) has one and only one type w.r.t. \(\xi\).
2. In concatenation and join, variables appearing in both operands are singleton variables with respect to each operand.
3. In a conditioned path pattern \(\pi WHERE \theta\), every variable appearing in \(\theta\) must have a type w.r.t. \(\pi\).
4. In a graph pattern of the form \(\mu \pi\) or \(\mu x = \pi\) such that \(\mu\) is \(\text{ALL}\) (which is possible since all of \(\text{SHORTEST}\), \(\text{TRAIL}\), and \(\text{ACYCLIC}\) are optional), \(\pi\) must contain no unbounded repetition, to avoid potentially infinite outputs.
5. For every repeated pattern \(\pi\{n,m\}\) or \(\pi\{n,\}\), the minimum path length \(\|\pi\|_{\min}\) of \(\pi\), defined below, is positive. This avoids applying repetitions to paths that do not match an edge.

\[
\begin{align*}
|\nu|_{\min} &= 0 & |\pi WHERE \theta|_{\min} &= |\pi|_{\min} \\
|\eta|_{\min} &= 1 & |\pi_1 \mid \pi_2|_{\min} &= \min(|\pi_1|_{\min}, |\pi_2|_{\min}) \\
|\pi\{m,\}|_{\min} &= |\pi\{n, m\}|_{\min} = n \cdot |\pi|_{\min} & |\pi_1 \pi_2|_{\min} &= |\pi_1|_{\min} + |\pi_2|_{\min}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the local nature of types is important in item 2: implicit joins are allowed under repetitions, as in \((a)\rightarrow(1)\rightarrow(b)\rightarrow(1)\rightarrow(x)\rightarrow(1)\rightarrow(1)\). Moreover, item 1 implies the existence of a schema, which is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Schema). A schema of a well-formed pattern $\xi$ is a function $\text{sch}(\xi) : \text{var}(\xi) \rightarrow \mathbb{T}$, where $\text{var}(\xi)$ is the set of variables appearing in $\xi$.

We will assume these syntactic restrictions to be in place when defining the semantics of GQL queries in Section 4. Moreover, we define the semantics only when the computation goes as expected, that is, when it satisfies preconditions we state explicitly. For instance, we will assume that a variable is bound before being used, that we never run into clashes in variable names, and that if a specific type is expected for an operation, then the value will have that type at runtime. Some of the preconditions could be checked syntactically, at the cost of a tedious type system. Some of the preconditions cannot be checked before runtime because they depend on the data stored in the database. Deciding how to treat those cases (static analysis, runtime exceptions, implicit casts) is outside the scope of this paper. In some cases, the GQL standard describes how they should be treated, in others, they are implementation-dependent.

4 Semantics

In this section we present the formal semantics of GQL. At a high level, when evaluating a query, GQL keeps track of three things: (i) the working graph, which is the property graph we are using to match our patterns currently; (ii) the working table, that stores the information computed thus far; and (iii) the working record, which contains the tuple of the result we are currently using. In this section we provide mathematical abstractions for each of these concepts in order to define the semantics of GQL. We start by setting the preliminary definitions, and then move to defining the semantics for each portion of the language, as specified in Figure 2.

4.1 Preliminaries

Data model. We follow the formal definition adapted by the GQL Standard [20] to handle databases that contain multiple graphs. To define property graphs we need, in addition to the pairwise disjoint countable sets ($\mathcal{L}$ of labels, $\mathcal{K}$ of keys, and $\text{Const}$ of constants) mentioned in Section 3, the following fresh pairwise disjoint countable sets: $\mathcal{N}$ of node ids, $\mathcal{E}_d$ of directed edge ids, and $\mathcal{E}_u$ of undirected edge ids.

Definition 2 (Property Graph). A property graph is a tuple

$$G = \{N^G, E^G_d, E^G_u, \text{lab}^G, \text{endpoints}^G, \text{src}^G, \text{tgt}^G, \text{prop}^G\}$$

where

- $N^G \subseteq \mathcal{N}$ is a finite set of node ids used in $G$;
- $E^G_d \subseteq \mathcal{E}_d$ is a finite set of directed edge ids used in $G$;
- $E^G_u \subseteq \mathcal{E}_u$ is a finite set of undirected edge ids used in $G$;
- $\text{lab}^G : N^G \cup E^G_d \cup E^G_u \rightarrow 2^\mathcal{L}$ is a labeling function that associates with every id a (possibly empty) finite set of labels from $\mathcal{L}$;
We denote the set of paths in \((b)\) with a node. We write paths as \(\text{path}\) the following is true:

\[\text{path} : p = (u_0, e_1, u_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n, u_n), \text{ where } u_0, \ldots, u_n \text{ are nodes, } e_1, \ldots, e_n \text{ are (directed or undirected) edges, and } n \geq 0.\]

We write \(\text{src}(p)\) for \(u_0\) and \(\text{tgt}(p)\) for \(u_n\), and \text{len}(p)\) for its length \(n\). We denote the set of all paths by \(\text{Paths}\).

For a property graph \(G\), we say that \(p \in \text{Paths}\) is a path in \(G\) if each edge in \(p\) connects the nodes before and after it in the sequence, that is, for each \(i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}\), at least one of the following is true:

(a) \(\text{src}(e_i) = u_{i-1}\) and \(\text{tgt}(e_i) = u_i\) in which case we speak of \(e_i\) as a forward edge in the path;

(b) \(\text{src}(e_i) = u_i\) and \(\text{tgt}(e_i) = u_{i-1}\) in which case we speak of \(e_i\) as a backward edge in the path;

(c) endpoints\((e_i) = \{u_{i-1}, u_i\}\) in which case we speak of \(e_i\) as an undirected edge in the path.

We denote the set of paths in \(G\) by \(\text{Paths}(G)\).

Note that we allow \(n = 0\), in which case the path consists of a single vertex and no edges. Note also that in the case of a directed self-loop, both (a) and (b) in the definition above are true, hence the cases are not mutually exclusive.

Definition 5 (Concatenation of Paths). Two paths \(p = \text{path}(u_0, e_0, \ldots, u_k)\) and \(p' = \text{path}(u'_0, e'_0, \ldots, u'_{k'})\) concatenate if \(u_k = u'_0\), in which case their concatenation \(p \cdot p'\) is defined as \(\text{path}(u_0, e_0, \ldots, u_k, e'_0, \ldots, u'_{k'})\).

---

2 The default graph is used for evaluation when a specific graph is not declared by the query.
Note that a path of length 0 is a neutral element of concatenation; that is, \( p \cdot \text{path}(u) \) is defined iff \( u = \text{tgt}(p) \), in which case \( p = p \cdot \text{path}(u) \); likewise for \( \text{path}(u) \cdot p \) and \( u = \text{src}(p) \).

**Definition 6 (List).** We use the notation \( \text{list}(v_1, \ldots, v_n) \) to denote the list containing the objects \( v_1, \ldots, v_n \) in this order. Lists can be empty, in which case we write \( \text{list}() \). We use Lists to denote the set of all lists with elements in \( \mathcal{N} \cup \mathcal{E}_d \cup \mathcal{E}_u \).

**Bindings.** To define the formal semantics we use bindings which specify how variables are matched to values \( V \) of the input graph database. Intuitively, a binding is a mathematical formalization of the concept of a working record in GQL. Formally, we set \( V \) as the union \( \mathcal{V} \cup \mathcal{N} \cup \mathcal{E}_d \cup \mathcal{E}_u \cup \text{Paths} \cup \text{Lists} \).

**Definition 7 (Binding).** A binding \( \mu \) is a partial function \( \mu : \text{Vars} \rightarrow V \) whose domain \( \text{Dom}(\mu) \) is finite. We denote bindings \( \mu \) explicitly by \( (x_1 \mapsto v_1, \ldots, x_n \mapsto v_n) \) where \( x_1, \ldots, x_n \) are variables in \( \text{Dom}(\mu) \), \( v_1, \ldots, v_n \) are values in \( V \), and for every \( i \) it holds that \( \mu(x_i) = v_i \).

Note that the domains of bindings are not ordered, hence for instance \( (a_1 \mapsto v_1, a_2 \mapsto v_2) = (a_2 \mapsto v_2, a_1 \mapsto v_1) \). The empty binding, that is, the binding with an empty domain, is denoted by \( () \).

**Definition 8 (Compatibility of Bindings).** Two bindings \( \mu_1, \mu_2 \) are said to be compatible, denoted by \( \mu_1 \sim \mu_2 \), if they agree on their shared variables, that is, for every \( x \in \text{Dom}(\mu_1) \cap \text{Dom}(\mu_2) \) it holds that \( \mu_1(x) = \mu_2(x) \).

If \( \mu_1 \sim \mu_2 \), we define their join \( \mu_1 \land \mu_2 \) as expected, that is, \( \text{Dom}(\mu_1 \land \mu_2) = \text{Dom}(\mu_1) \cup \text{Dom}(\mu_2) \) and \( (\mu_1 \land \mu_2)(x) = \mu_1(x) \) whenever \( x \in \text{Dom}(\mu_1) \cap \text{Dom}(\mu_2) \), and \( (\mu_1 \land \mu_2)(x) = \mu_2(x) \) whenever \( x \in \text{Dom}(\mu_2) \).

We remark here that our definition allows joins on variables that are bound to paths or lists. However, as we will see, the syntactic restrictions on queries limit this feature significantly.

### 4.2 Semantics of Path Patterns

We start by defining the semantics of path patterns. For the remainder of this subsection, we consider a fixed property graph

\[
G = \langle \mathcal{N}^G, \mathcal{E}_d^G, \mathcal{E}_u^G, \text{lab}^G, \text{endpoints}^G, \text{src}^G, \text{tgt}^G, \text{prop}^G \rangle.
\]

Moreover, we assume that all queries are well-formed and all patterns considered are restricted syntactically as described in Section 3. The semantics \( [\pi]_G \) of a pattern \( \pi \) is a set of pairs \( (p, \mu) \) where \( \mu \) a binding, and \( p \) is a path in \( G \). In \( [\pi]_G \), \( G \) denotes the working graph in GQL parlance (specified by the keyword USE), and the pairs \((p, \mu)\) model what is computed over this working graph.

**Semantics of Node and Edge Patterns**

\[
\llbracket \text{O} \rrbracket_G = \left\{ (n, ()) \mid n \in \mathcal{N}^G \right\} \quad \llbracket \text{E} \rrbracket_G = \left\{ (n, (x \mapsto n)) \mid n \in \mathcal{N}^G \right\}
\]
\[
\llbracket \text{E}_{\ell} \rrbracket_G = \left\{ (n, ()) \mid n \in \mathcal{N}^G, \ell \in \text{lab}^G(n) \right\}
\]

Other cases are treated by moving the label and conditions outside of the node pattern. For instance, \( (x : \ell \text{ WHERE } \theta) \) is rewritten as \( (x) \text{ WHERE } (x : \ell \text{ AND } \theta) \).
\[ [-\Box \rightarrow \gamma]_G = \{ \text{path}(\text{src}(e), e, \text{tgt}(e)), () | e \in E_\gamma^G \} \]
\[ [-[x] \rightarrow \gamma]_G = \{ \text{path}(\text{src}(e), e, \text{tgt}(e)), (x \mapsto e) | e \in E_\gamma^G \} \]
\[ [[-[:\ell] \rightarrow \gamma]_G = \{ \text{path}(\text{src}(e), e, \text{tgt}(e)), () | e \in E_\gamma^G, \ell \in \text{lab}^G(e) \} \]

Other cases of the forward edge patterns are treated by moving the label and conditions outside of the edge pattern, just as for node patterns. Backward edge patterns and undirected edge patterns are treated similarly, with the base cases given below.

\[ \[<\Box \rightarrow \gamma]_G = \{ \text{path}(\text{tgt}(e), e, \text{src}(e)), () | e \in E_\gamma^G \} \]
\[ \[-\Box \rightarrow \gamma]_G = \{ \text{path}(u_1, e, u_2), (), \text{path}(u_2, e, u_1), () | e \in E_\gamma^G \} \]
\[ \{ u_1, u_2 \} = \text{endpoints}^G(e) \]

**Semantics of Concatenation, Union, and Conditioning**

\[
\left\{ \pi_1 \pi_2 \right\}_G = \left\{ \left( p_1 \cdot p_2, \mu_1 \bowtie \mu_2 \right) \left| \begin{array}{l}
(p_i, \mu_i) \in \left[ \pi_i \right]_G \text{ for } i = 1, 2 \\
p_1 \text{ and } p_2 \text{ concatenate} \\
\mu_1 \sim \mu_2 
\end{array} \right. \right\}
\]

Note that since \( \pi_1 \pi_2 \) is assumed to be well-formed, all variables shared by \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) are singleton variables (Condition 2 in Section 3). In other words, implicit joins over group and optional variables are disallowed; the same remark will also apply for the semantics of joins.

**Remark 9.** Consider the pattern

\( (x) (\cdot ([][:\text{Transfer}] \rightarrow \gamma) - ([[:\text{Transfer}] \rightarrow \gamma]))(1, ) \)

This pattern is disallowed in GQL because the leftmost \( x \) is a singleton variable, whereas the rightmost \( x \) is a group variable. In GQL philosophy, the leftmost \( x \) will be bound to a node and the rightmost \( x \) will be bound to a list of nodes, which is a type mismatch.

\[ \left[ \pi_1 | \pi_2 \right]_G = \{ (p, \mu \cup \mu') \left| (p, \mu) \in \left[ \pi_1 \right]_G \cup \left[ \pi_2 \right]_G \} \]

where \( \mu' \) maps every variable in \( \text{var}(\pi_1 | \pi_2) \setminus \text{Dom}(\mu) \) to null. (Recall that \( \text{var} \) maps a pattern to the set of variables appearing in it.)

\[ \left[ \pi \text{ WHERE } \theta \right]_G = \{ (p, \mu) \in \left[ \pi \right]_G | \left[ \theta \right]_G^\mu = \text{true} \} \]

**Semantics of Repetition**

\[ \left[ \pi \{ n, m \} \right]_G = \bigcup_{i=n}^{m \text{ or } \infty} \left[ \pi \right]_G^i \]
\[ \left[ \pi \{ n, \} \right]_G = \bigcup_{i=n}^{\infty} \left[ \pi \right]_G^i \]

Above, for a pattern \( \pi \) and a natural number \( i \geq 0 \), we use \( \left[ \pi \right]_G^i \) to denote the \( i \)-th power of \( \left[ \pi \right]_G \), which we define as

\[ \left[ \pi \right]_G^0 = \{ \text{path}(u, \mu) | u \text{ is a node in } G \} \]

where \( \mu \) binds each variable in \( \text{Dom}(\text{sch}(\pi)) \) to \( \text{list()} \), that is, the empty-list value; and

\[ \forall i > 0 \ \left[ \pi \right]_G^i = \left\{ (p_1 \cdot \ldots \cdot p_i, \mu') \left| \begin{array}{l}
(p_1, \mu_1), \ldots, (p_n, \mu_i) \in \left[ \pi \right]_G^n \\
p_1 \ldots, p_i \text{ concatenate} 
\end{array} \right. \right\} \]

where \( \mu' \) binds each variable in \( \text{Dom}(\text{sch}(\pi)) \) to \( \text{list}(\mu_1(x), \ldots, \mu_i(x)) \). Recall that \( \text{sch} \) is defined in Section 3.
4.3 Semantics of Graph Patterns

We now define the semantics of graph patterns. We first fully define atomic graph patterns and then define their joins.

\[ [p = \pi]_G = \{ (p, \mu) \cup \{ x \mapsto p \} \mid (p, \mu) \in [\pi]_G \} \]

In the following we denote by \( \pi \) a graph pattern that never uses the "\, operator, hence it is of the form \( \mu \ x = \pi \), where \( \mu \) is a path mode, \( x \) is a variable, \( \pi \) is a path pattern, and "\( x = \pi \) is optional.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[TRAIL]} \pi_G &= \{ (p, \mu) \in [\pi]_G \mid \text{no edge occurs more than once in } p \} \\
\text{[ACYCLIC]} \pi_G &= \{ (p, \mu) \in [\pi]_G \mid \text{no node occurs more than once in } p \} \\
\text{[SHORTEST]} \pi_G &= \{ (p, \mu) \in [\pi]_G \mid \text{len}(p) = \min \left\{ \text{len}(p') \mid (p', \mu') \in [\pi]_G \right\} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[ALL]} \hat{\pi}_G &= [\pi]_G \\
\text{[ANY]} \hat{\pi}_G &= \bigcup_{(s, t) \in X} \{ \text{any}(\{ (p, \mu) \mid (p, \mu) \in [\pi]_G \}, \text{endpoints}(p) = (s, t) \}) \}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( X = \{ (\text{src}(p), \text{tgt}(p)) \mid (p, \mu) \in [\pi]_G \} \) and any is a procedure that arbitrarily returns one element from a set; any need not be deterministic.

\[
[\Pi_1, \Pi_2]_G = \{ (\vec{p}_1 \times \vec{p}_2, \mu_1 \times \mu_2) \mid (\vec{p}_1, \mu_1) \in [\Pi_1]_G \ \text{and} \ \vec{p}_2, \mu_2 \in [\Pi_2]_G \ \text{for } i = 1, 2 \text{ and } \mu_1 \sim \mu_2 \}
\]

Here, \( \vec{p}_1 = (p^1_1, p^2_1, \ldots, p^k_1) \) and \( \vec{p}_2 = (p^1_2, p^2_2, \ldots, p^k_2) \) are tuples of paths, and \( \vec{p}_1 \times \vec{p}_2 \) stands for \( (p^1_1, p^1_2, \ldots, p^k_1, p^1_2, p^2_2, \ldots, p^k_2) \). Just as it is the case of concatenation, since \( \Pi_1, \Pi_2 \) is well-formed, implicit joins can occur over singleton variables only.

4.4 Semantics of Conditions and Expressions

The semantics \( [\chi]_G^\mu \) of an expression \( \chi \) is an element in \( V \) that is computed with respect to a binding \( \mu \) and a graph \( G \). Intuitively, variables in \( \chi \) are evaluated with \( \mu \) and we use \( G \) to access the properties of an element. It is formally defined as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{c}]_G^\mu &= c & \text{for } c \in \text{Const} \\
[x]_G^\mu &= \mu(x) & \text{for } x \in \text{Dom}(\mu) \\
[x.a]_G^\mu &= \begin{cases} 
\text{prop}_G(\mu(x), a) & \text{if } (\mu(x), a) \in \text{Dom}(\text{prop}_G) \\
\text{null} & \text{else if } \mu(x) \in (\mathcal{N} \cup \mathcal{E}_d \cup \mathcal{E}_u)
\end{cases} & \text{for } x \in \text{Dom}(\mu), a \in \mathcal{K}
\end{align*}
\]
Remark 11. Recall that different graphs may share nodes and edges. Hence the condition \((\mu(x), a) \in \text{Dom}(\text{prop}^G)\), above, does imply that \(\mu(x)\) is a node or an edge in \(G\), but does \textbf{not} imply that it was matched in \(G\).

The semantics \([\theta]^G_\mu\) of a condition \(\theta\) is an element in \{true, false, null\} that is evaluated with respect to a binding \(\mu\) and a graph \(G\), and is defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
[\chi_1 = \chi_2]^G_\mu &= \begin{cases} 
\text{null} & \text{if } [\chi_1]^G_\mu = \text{null} \text{ or } [\chi_2]^G_\mu = \text{null} \\
\text{true} & \text{if } [\chi_1]^G_\mu = [\chi_2]^G_\mu \neq \text{null} \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
[\chi_1 < \chi_2]^G_\mu &= \begin{cases} 
\text{null} & \text{if } [\chi_1]^G_\mu = \text{null} \text{ or } [\chi_2]^G_\mu = \text{null} \\
\text{true} & \text{else if } [\chi_1]^G_\mu < [\chi_2]^G_\mu \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
[\chi \text{ IS NULL}]^G_\mu &= \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } [\chi]^G_\mu = \text{null} \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
[\chi : \ell]^G_\mu &= \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } [\chi]^G_\mu \in N^G \cup E^G_a \cup E^G_d \text{ and } \ell \in \text{lab}^G([\chi]^G_\mu) \\
\text{false} & \text{else if } [\chi]^G_\mu \in N \cup E_d \cup E_u
\end{cases}
\]

\([\theta_1 \text{ AND } \theta_2]^G_\mu = [\theta_1]^G_\mu \land [\theta_2]^G_\mu \quad (*)
\]

\([\theta_1 \text{ OR } \theta_2]^G_\mu = [\theta_1]^G_\mu \lor [\theta_2]^G_\mu \quad (*)
\]

\([\text{NOT } \theta]^G_\mu = \neg [\theta]^G_\mu \quad (*)
\]

\((*)\) Operators \(\land\), \(\lor\), and \(\neg\) are defined as in SQL three-valued logic, e.g. \(\text{null} \lor \text{true} = \text{true}\) while \(\text{null} \land \text{true} = \text{null}\).

\([\exists \{Q\}]^G_\mu = \begin{cases} 
\text{true} & \text{if } [Q]^G_\mu(\{\mu\}) \text{ is not empty} \\
\text{false} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

4.5 Semantics of Queries

Clauses and queries are interpreted as functions that operate on tables. These tables are our abstraction of GQL’s working tables.

Definition 12. A table \(T\) is a set of bindings that have the same domains, referred to as \(\text{Dom}(T)\).

Note that tables do not have schemas: two different bindings in a table might associate a variable to values of incompatible types.

Semantics of Clauses

The semantics \([C]^G_\mu\) of a clause \(C\) is a function that maps tables into tables, and is parametrized by a graph \(G\). Patterns, conditions and expression in a clause are evaluated with respect to that \(G\).

\([\text{MATCH } \Pi]^G_\mu(T) = \bigcup_{\mu \in T} \{\mu \Join \mu' \mid (p, \mu') \in [\Pi]^G_\mu, \mu \sim \mu'\}
\]

Note that if \(\Pi\) uses a variable that already occurs in \(\text{Dom}(T)\), a join is performed. Unlike in the case of path patterns and graph patterns, this join can involve variables bound to lists or paths. While this is not problematic mathematically, it might be disallowed in future iterations of GQL.
If \( x \notin \text{Dom}(T) \), then
\[
\text{LET } x = \chi \quad \mu \mapsto \mu \chi \quad \mu \in T \quad \text{LET } x = \chi \quad \mu \mapsto \mu \chi \quad \mu \in T
\]

If \( x \notin \text{Dom}(T) \) and, for every \( \mu \in T \), \( \mu(y) \) is a list or null,\(^3\) then
\[
\text{FOR } x \in y \quad \mu \mapsto v \quad v \in \mu(y)
\]

Semantics of Linear Queries

\[
\text{USE } G' \quad \mu \in T \quad \mu \mapsto \mu
\]

Semantics of Queries

The output of a query \( Q \) is defined as
\[
\text{Output}(Q) = \mu \mapsto \mu \quad \mu \in T
\]

where \( \{(\)} \) is the unit table that consists of the empty binding, and \( G \) is the default graph in \( D \). We define the semantics of queries recursively as follows.
\[
\text{USE } G' \quad \mu \in T \quad \mu \mapsto \mu
\]

If \( \text{Dom}(\mu) = \text{Dom}(\mu) \), then we let
\[
\text{INTERSECT } Q_1 \quad Q_2 \quad \mu \in T
\]

\[5 \quad \text{A Few Known Discrepancies with the GQL Standard}\]

In pursuing the goal of introducing the key features of GQL to the research community, we inevitably had to make decisions that resulted in discrepancies between our presentation and the 500+ pages of the forthcoming Standard. In this section, we discuss a non-exhaustive list of differences between the actual GQL Standard and our digest. To start with, in all our formal development we assumed that queries are given by their syntax trees, which result from parsing them. Hence we completely omitted such parsing-related aspects as parentheses, operator precedence etc. Also we note that many GQL features, even those described here, are optional, and not every implementation is obliged to have them all.

\(^3\) Note that null is treated just as list()
The remaining discrepancies are divided into three main categories: syntactic restrictions (Section 5.1), query evaluation (Section 5.2), and missing features (Section 5.3). The reader must bear in mind that, as the GQL Standard is roughly one year from publication in its final form, many aspects of the language may still change in a way that depends on the work of the Committee, and thus is impossible to predict.

5.1 User-Friendly Syntactic Restrictions

The GQL Standard imposes restrictions on the syntax that aim at preventing unexpected behavior, and that we generally did not describe. Two such examples are given below.

First, consider the queries $Q_1 = \text{MATCH } \mu x = [\rightarrow] \rightarrow *$ and $Q_2 = \text{MATCH } \mu x = [\rightarrow] \rightarrow *([\rightarrow])$ for some path mode $\mu$ (it does not matter which one). According to our semantics, both return one binding, namely $((x \mapsto \text{path}(u)))$, for each node $u$ in the graph; however, $Q_1$ is syntactically forbidden in the GQL Standard because no node pattern occurs. Another interesting syntactic restriction concerns strict interior variables under selectors, such as $c$ in the following:

\[
\text{MATCH ANY (:Person) -[\rightarrow] * (c:Account) -[\rightarrow] * (:Person),}
\]

The ANY selectors are evaluated independently, and before the implicit join on variable $c$. Then, the node bound to the variable $c$ by either path pattern is arbitrary, and joining on them is very likely to fail. This situation was not deemed user-friendly by the Committee, and therefore precluded.

5.2 Query Evaluation

Bag semantics. For simplicity, we described GQL as if it was following set semantics but, in reality, GQL uses bags just like Cypher and SQL. In order to define clauses and queries under bag semantics, small changes are needed:

- tables should be defined as bags, rather than sets, of bindings;
- unions (\(\cup\)) over the elements of a table should be additive bag unions (\(\oplus\)); and
- set comprehensions should be replaced with bag comprehensions.

As an example, if we denote bags with double curly braces, then the semantics of RETURN is

\[
\text{\{RETURN } \chi_1 \text{ AS } x_1, \ldots, \chi_\ell \text{ AS } x_\ell \} \in \{T\} = \bigcup_{\mu \in T} \{\{(x_1 \mapsto \chi_1)_{\mu}, \ldots, x_\ell \mapsto \chi_\ell\}_{\mu}\}\}
\]

Note that GQL partially eliminates duplicates during pattern matching, which is reflected here by the semantics of graph patterns: $[\Pi]_G$ is a set of path/binding pairs, while $[\text{MATCH } \Pi]_G$ returns a bag of bindings by projecting out the paths (see the definition of $[\text{MATCH } \Pi]_G$ in Section 4.5). Hence, different ways to compute the same path/binding pair will only contribute to one copy of the binding in the output of $[\text{MATCH } \Pi]_G$. It is still possible to get multiple copies of some binding in the output, but these come from pairs with different paths.

Partial deduplication is an effort to unify the multiplicities of queries that express the same pattern in different ways. To see this, consider the queries

\[
Q_1: \text{MATCH (a:Person)-[\rightarrow] (b \text{ WHERE } b:Person \text{ OR } b:Account)}
\]

\[
Q_2: \text{MATCH (a:Person)-[\rightarrow] (b:Person) \text{ | (a)-[\rightarrow] (b:Account)}
\]

and the path \((v_1, e_1, v_2)\) matched by either of them with the binding $\mu_1 = (a \to v_1, b \to v_2)$, where $v_2$ bears both labels Person and Account. As the disjunction in $Q_1$ is expressed using a Boolean condition, this query always returns a single copy of $\mu_1$. In $Q_2$, however, the disjunction is expressed with a union (\(|\) of patterns; thus, if the semantics of | were defined as a bag-union, the query would return two copies of $\mu_1$.

Finally, as in SQL, the operations INTERSECT, UNION, and EXCEPT remove duplicates in GQL, while the variants INTERSECT ALL, UNION ALL, and EXCEPT ALL do not.
Path bindings. In a nutshell, a path binding is a path where each element may be annotated with variables, and it is inconsistent as soon as two different elements have the same annotation (see [12] for details). Thus, a path binding defines a single path/binding pair, whereas a path/binding pair can define several path bindings. In GQL Standard, pattern matching computes a set of consistent path bindings, while our semantics computes a set of path/binding pairs, and the results are bags formed by projecting away paths. Consequently, our semantics might sometimes return fewer results than GQL’s, but the difference only affects multiplicity. For example, consider MATCH ()-[:I]->(a) | (a)-[:I]->() on a graph with a single node $u$ and a single (looping) edge. According to our semantics, only one copy of $(a \mapsto u)$ is returned, while two occurrences of it are returned according to GQL Standard.

Postponed evaluation of conditions. In our treatment of the language, the semantics of the following query is undefined:

\[
\text{MATCH \ ALL \ SHORTEST \ } -[x]- \ ( \ (-[y] \ -) \ \text{WHERE } x.\text{amount} < y.\text{amount} ) \{10,10\}
\]

Indeed, when the condition WHERE $x.\text{amount} < y.\text{amount}$ is evaluated, the variable $x$ is not yet bound, as $-[x]-$ occurs in a different branch of the query’s syntax tree. In GQL Standard, however, the above query is legal, because the evaluation of WHERE conditions is postponed for as long as possible. While the meaning of the query is clear, its evaluation is non-trivial. The context of each condition (here, $y$ is bound to ten successive edge ids) must be recorded, because it will be different when the evaluation occurs. Note that the evaluation of conditions must occur before the evaluation of SHORTEST, hence queries like

\[
\text{MATCH } -[x]- \ , \ \text{ALL \ SHORTEST} \ (-[y] \ -) \ \text{WHERE } x.\text{amount} < y.\text{amount} \{10,10\}
\]

are not allowed in GQL.

Referencing the input table in conditions during pattern patching. In our semantics, the input table is not passed on to pattern matching, so one cannot refer to variables from it in WHERE conditions. As an example, the semantics of LET $x=42$ MATCH (a WHERE a.amount=$x$) is undefined. It is not yet clear whether such a query is allowed in the GQL Standard or not.

5.3 Missing Features

Syntactic sugar. The GQL Standard includes a lot of syntactic sugar that we disregarded. For instance, several other types of edge patterns exist, such as $-[$delta]-$-$, which matches edges regardless of their direction. Another example is the possibility of using $\ast$ and $+$ as shorthands for $\{0,\}$ and $\{1,\}$, respectively.

Complex label expressions. We only allow a single label in descriptors, but the GQL Standard allows complex label expressions, as in MATCH (a:YachtClub|Person|!Account). Using WHERE, this could be rewritten as

\[
\text{MATCH (a \ WHERE } a.\text{YachtClub OR } (a.\text{Person AND NOT } a.\text{Account}))
\]

Label expressions can also use the special atom “%” to check the nonemptyness of the label set. For example, MATCH (a:%) matches nodes with at least one label and MATCH (a:!%) matches node with no labels. Note that “%” cannot be used to define a regular expression of labels, unlike its usage in the LIKE expressions of SQL.

\[\text{This is orthogonal to left-to-right evaluation: } -[x]-> \text{ could be placed on the right instead.}\]
Complex path modes. GQL allows more complex path modes than described here. Recall that \texttt{SHORTEST} partitions matched paths by endpoints and returns the shortest paths for each pair of endpoints. \texttt{SHORTEST} \texttt{k} \texttt{GROUPS} generalizes this: for each pair of endpoints, it returns all paths of length at most \(i_k\), where \(i_1 < i_2 < \cdots < i_k\) are the \(k\) smallest lengths of paths between these endpoints. \texttt{SHORTEST} \(k\) \texttt{PATHS} returns \(k\) shortest paths for each pair of endpoints. Another mode present in GQL is \texttt{SIMPLE}: it is similar to \texttt{ACYCLIC} but allows the first and the last node on a path to be the same, i.e., a simple cycle. There is also the keyword \texttt{WALK} to explicitly indicate the absence of a path mode.

GQL’s \texttt{TRAIL} differs from Cypher’s \texttt{trail semantics} \cite{18,17}. The latter corresponds to GQL’s match mode \texttt{DIFFERENT EDGES}, which is omitted in this digest. Indeed, Cypher’s requirement that all matched edges must be different operates at the level of graph patterns, whereas GQL’s \texttt{TRAIL} operates at the level of path patterns. Hence, while the GQL query \texttt{MATCH TRAIL} \(\text{-}[\text{e1}]->()\), \text{TRAIL} \(\text{-}[\text{e2}]->()\) will return bindings in which \texttt{e1} and \texttt{e2} are equal, the Cypher query \texttt{MATCH} \(\text{-}[\text{e1}]>(), \text{-}[\text{e2}]>()\) would not; the latter behaviour is captured by the GQL query \texttt{MATCH DIFFERENT EDGES} \(\text{-}[\text{e1}]>(), \text{-}[\text{e2}]>()\).

Finally, we only use path modes at the beginning of path patterns. GQL’s rules are more involved, in that they allow \texttt{TRAIL} and \texttt{ACYCLIC} to be used inside patterns.

Projection clauses. The GQL Standard includes several clauses similar to \texttt{RETURN}, such as \texttt{YIELD}, \texttt{PROJECT}, and \texttt{SELECT}. We ignored these because, although they are not allowed at the same positions in queries, they can be simulated by simple rewritings in terms of \texttt{RETURN}.

Combination of queries. In addition to set operations (\texttt{UNION}, etc.) and bag operations (\texttt{UNION ALL}, etc.), queries could be of the form \(Q_1\ \texttt{OTHERWISE}\ Q_2\). Its semantics is as follows: \(\left[ Q_1\ \texttt{OTHERWISE}\ Q_2 \right](T) = \left[ Q_1 \right](T)\) if table \(\left[ Q_1 \right](T)\) is non-empty, otherwise it equals \(\left[ Q_2 \right](T)\).

Aggregation. The GQL Standard will feature two kinds of aggregation. The first one, much like \texttt{GROUP BY} in SQL, groups together bindings under which the evaluation of an expression produces the same value, then an aggregate value is computed for each group. The exact details are still under development, but it appears likely that such aggregation will be limited to \texttt{RETURN} statements, thus having a very relational character.

The second kind will aggregate along matched paths to compute a value, both during and after pattern matching. Computing the length of a path is a typical example; one can have more complex aggregates, such as the sum of the values \texttt{n.amount} for each node \(n\) in the path. This is similar to \texttt{reduce} in Cypher. The use of this feature in pattern matching requires strong syntactic restrictions for query evaluation to be decidable \cite{16}.

Subqueries. GQL has a facility to run subqueries through the \texttt{CALL} \(Q\) clause, the semantics of which is roughly as follows: for each binding \(\mu\) in the input table, \(\left[ Q \right]_G(\{\mu\})\) is evaluated in a sub-process, and the resulting table is left-joined with the current working table. An important detail is that \texttt{CALL} can only expand bindings. It cannot remove columns from the input table nor change the values in them. The existence of read-only columns matters in clauses like \texttt{RETURN}, which cannot therefore be treated with our semantics as is. In GQL, this is handled with a notion of \textit{working record}.

Note also that \texttt{CALL} \(Q\) will make nondeterminism much harder to detect if updates happen in \(Q\). Tables are unordered sets (or bags) but in an update clause each binding causes changes in the graph (see next item) and so it can modify the evaluation of the clause for the next binding. In such cases, inconsistent changes may be detected \cite{21}.
Updates. Graph database updates in GQL are outside the scope of this paper. They will work similarly to Cypher updates [21], by using clauses that can add and remove elements (INSERT and DELETE), or modify elements’ attributes (SET and REMOVE). Therefore, pattern matching and updates can be mixed together and result in bulk updates to the graph based on its contents, as in the example below:

```
MATCH (a:Account)  -- match every Account a
INSERT (p:Person)  -- create a new Person node for each a
SET p.name = a.owner  -- set the name of the new node
INSERT (p)-[:Owns]->(a)  -- create a new "Owns" edge from p to a
REMOVE a.owner  -- remove the owner property from a
```

6 What the Future Holds

In this paper we have summarized the key elements of GQL, which is currently being developed as a new standard graph query language (the timeline of ISO calls for the publication of the Standard in either late 2023 or early 2024). At the time when the first version of the SQL Standard was produced, many key elements of relational theory were already in place. For GQL, the standardization work is well ahead of the academic developments it should ideally be based upon. In what follows, we bring to the attention of the community several directions of academic work that will facilitate the development of graph query languages and their standardization.

Expressiveness and complexity. For relational query languages, the database research community has uncovered a rich landscape of fragments (conjunctive queries, positive queries, and queries with inequalities are some very well studied examples) and extensions (for example, adding counting and aggregation, or adding recursion as in many instantiations of datalog), see [1, 4]. For these, we understand the trade-off between their expressiveness and the complexity of query evaluation. Here we have described a basic language for graphs, essentially the core of GQL, akin to relational algebra and calculus. Now we need to develop its theory, starting with understanding expressiveness and complexity and their trade-offs, in a way similar to what we know about relational databases. For the pattern matching facilities of GQL, shared with SQL/PGQ, some early results are available [16].

Query processing and optimization. Query processing and optimization is a central area in relational database research that needs yet to be developed for GQL. In a more theoretical level, the basis for understanding optimization is query equivalence and containment. We know a thing or two about containment for (conjunctive) regular path queries [9, 15] and extensions with data [26] but not for queries that resemble the real-life language. Moving to more practical aspects, one needs efficient and practical algorithms and data structures for processing graph queries in GQL, whether in a native system, or a relational implementation. Of course there is significant work in this direction [37, 23, 5, 28, 35, 31, 25] but it needs to be adjusted to languages that will dominate the practical landscape for decades.

Design decisions and alternatives. We explained in Remark 9 how GQL currently forbids concatenating patterns that contain different kinds of variables. Notice, however, that this current state reflects a design decision and it may be interesting to explore other avenues for graph query languages. For instance, one could consider a semantics in which both occurrences of x in Remark 9 should be bound to single nodes. Under such a semantics, the
pattern would essentially perform a join on the even nodes of the path and would match “flower” shaped paths centered around node \( x \), consisting of Transfer-loops of length two. Alternatively, one could consider a semantics in which, as soon as \( x \) occurs as a group variable, all occurrences of \( x \) are considered to be group variable occurrences. In this case, the query would match Transfer-paths of even length and bind \( x \) to the list of “even” nodes on such paths. In line with this work would be the study of an automaton model with group variables that would allow classical evaluation and automata-theoretic constructions such as the product, determinization, etc. Since GQL is a complex language, there are many such places in which fundamental research can either help to validate the current design decisions or propose alternatives.

Updates. We have concentrated on the read-only part of the languages and have not touched updates. Designing a proper update language is not a simple task: in Cypher, for example, the initial design exhibited a multitude of problems [21]. GQL largely follows Cypher, which means its updates and transaction processing facilities need to be designed with care and subjected to the same research scrutiny as their relational counterpart.

Graph-to-graph queries. GQL, as its precursors including Cypher, is a very good tool for turning graphs into relations. The ever reappearing issue in the field of graph languages is how to design a graph-to-graph language whose queries output graphs. Queries are then composable: a query can be applied to the output of a previous one. We also regain such basic concepts as views and subqueries, taken for granted in relational databases, but very limited in the current graph database landscape.

Metadata. Looking into the future, we need to have a good schema language for graphs, and see how it interacts with graph query languages. Some efforts in this direction have already been made: for example, the PG-KEYS proposal introduces keys for property graphs [3] and more recently proposed PG-Schema [2] specifies a schema language for property graphs that should lead to future schema standards. As these are formulated, much theory needs to be developed, for example semantic query optimization, as well as incremental validation of schemas and constraints following work for relational and semistructured data [24, 6].
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